OLIVE BLEND

GB-015
SWG 80

Southwest Green’s number one selling 80
ounce grass turf designed with a 2” pile height
and textured thatch layer for the ultimate in
appearance and texture. This premium heavyweight turf provides superior durability and
resiliency.

Fiber
Infill (sand/silica)
Backing System
Shock Pad

877.260.7888
www.southwestgreens.com

Aggregate Base /
Leveling Layer
Geotextile (optional)
Natural Subgrade
(compacted )

GB-015
SWG 80

10 YEAR WARRANTY
Southwest Greens International warrants to the original purchaser of the turf that for ten (10) years from the date of synthetic turf installation, the turf,
when installed and maintained as recommended by the yarn and turf manufacturer, will retain at least 50% of its pile fiber. If any area or portion of the
turf substantially changes, as distinguished from a change in texture, or if pile heights decrease 50% or more within ten years after its initial installation,
Southwest Greens International will have all such areas or portions replaced with new turf of equivalent quality, excluding installation costs. Southwest
Greens International also warrants that at the time of the initial turf installation, the synthetic turf will be free of manufacturing defects. Slight color
changes will occur over the lifetime of this turf/carpet and is not considered an issue or basis for claim. All labor cost involved with the removal of the
affected turf/carpet and reinstallation of the replacement will be the responsibility of the purchaser.
*For full terms, please see the 10 year warranty agreement
* Tufted pile height as standard. Pile height will draw down slightly during secondary backing process.
** Tufting gauge and stitch rate as manufactured standard. Values will change slightly during secondary backing process.
*** Standard roll lengths. Roll lengths may vary. Custom roll lengths and cuts are available upon request.
**** All specifications subject to manufacturing tolerances of +/-5%.

